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Upcoming
Events
• UFC 176: Aldo v. Mendes
     Saturday, August 2nd at 9PM
• UFC 177: Dillashaw v. Barao
     Saturday, August 30th at 9PM

News

I know everyone is waiting anxiously
for the roof top to open. Trust me...
we are too! There has been some
more progress. The back stairs have
been fixed so they aren’t right next
to the door anymore and have been
filled with cement. Declan has been
up there doing some work on the bar.
The floors are in and close to done.
The railings are there and mostly secured. Although we do not have a
set date for the grand opening yet,
it is getting closer by the day. I have
posted the most recent pictures of the
construction to the gallery on our
website so you can check out the latest progress and I will be getting back
to you later in the month (hopefully
soon) about a Grand Opening date.

And now because I am sure you guys
are tired of listening to me talk about
the roof top and how it will be open
some day, I have recruited a former
newsletter contributor to entertain

you with his interesting style of writing this month. So back by popular
(and paternal) demand, read on to see
what Chef Jeff has pulled out of his
um archives (not sure archives is the
right word here) for your enjoyment
this month.

Letters from the Chef

“Maloneys has been Roofied”
by Chef Jeff
Yowsers. Well maybe not severely
drugged into taking the walk of
shame, yet somehow “convinced” to
create an extraordinary venue for the
mostly parched patron....hey! That’s
you! You did it! Some could call it
another patio or perhaps you might
want to call it a veranda (take it easy
Jala), but most of you would prefer
30 feet up in heaven. To really focus
on why....we as humans...are obsessed
with roofs, I dove deep inside all of
my encyclopedia britanicas and realized humans do not prefer to be wet
while sleeping. Astounding.    I also
realized no one really knows who invented the first roof. Of course we
could say the Chinese, but we know
that’s not true because then it would
be called a loof. Haha. Im hilarious.
You probably have to go back all the
way to the caveman days to know
who came up with the roof. In fact,
the caveman who built the first roof
is known by his peers as the “sabertooth’s pajamas”.    The Romans
were the first to popularize it cause
they didn’t want the gods to watch
them from above and see them do
it grecco roman style. Then we came
along and made a huge boob AKA a
Bobbsey Twin for our capitol build-
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ing and only then did we realize how
important our roof is. Well Maloneys
couldn’t agree more. Inside, outside,
tvs, beers, shots, Wentas, nachos, malubans and orange bombs. If only Mr.
Cro-Magnon man could see what
they can do with a roof then maybe
no one would want to go “clubbing”
anymore.

UFC

UFC 177 features a Bantamweight
Championship bout between current
champion TJ Dillashaw and former
Champion Renan Barao. The event
co-features a Flyweight title bout between champion Demetrious Johnson and challenger Chris Cariaso.
The main fight card will start at 9pm
however, we will be showing the preliminaries starting at 7pm and will
take reservations for the night up until that time if you are interested in
requesting a table. Our famous pork
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chop and mac & cheese dinner will
be on special for 7.95 after 5pm. In
addition, small pizzas are 10% off
and large pizzas are 20% off. Buckets
of beer are only $15 for any 5 bottles and Tiramisu shots will be $4 all
night.
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